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Killearn Village Hall

Killearn Village Hall provides a beautiful blank canvas for
creative couples looking to design a completely unique wedding day. Set against the breathtaking backdrop of the
Endrick Valley with stunning views across to Loch Lomond
and the Arrochar Hills, Killearn village hall provides a perfect
countryside location just 25 minutes from Glasgow.
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Main Hall
MAIN HALL CAPACITY:
75 to 120 dining
160 evening guests
SIZE:
16m x 10m
FACILITIES:
Full PA and lighting system
Staging area
Wheelchair accessible
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Ceremony
We can host civil or humanist
ceremonies in the main hall.
Beautiful floor to ceiling
windows flood the room with
natural light and provide
views of the Arochar Hills and
Loch Lomond.
Alternatively, the village hall
is situated just next door to
the beautiful Killearn Kirk.
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Catering
As in-house caterers and wedding co-ordinators,
our approach to wedding service and food
reflects the relaxed and informal ‘feel’ of Killearn
Village Hall. We like to think ‘outside the box’
when it comes to wedding food; we believe that
food should play a starring role in every wedding
and that the wedding meal should be a fun,
colourful and visually exciting affair!

Wedding Co-ordination
Three Sisters Bake will oversee the smooth running of your day from start to finish, covering all
elements including ceremony preparations, décor assistance, bar set up and service as well as
the provision of our trained team of wedding staff who will be on hand throughout the day. Our
style of service is informal and unobtrusive. We also set up the hall, oversee turnover from
ceremony to dinner, then deconstruct and tidy up at the end of the night, meaning you don’t
have to worry about any of these details on the day!

Historic Venue/Modern Space
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Killearn Village Hall is a flexible and functional venue space, allowing guests to move throughout
various parts of the building during the course of your wedding day. The original stone building has
undergone a multi million pound renovation, incorporating a stunning, architect designed glass
extension. The venue now houses multiple function spaces; the ‘Garden Room’ reception lounge
which opens on to the grassy Glebe; the café bar and balcony which hosts your evening bar, and
the main hall itself, where your ceremony, dinner and dancing will take place!
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